Satan is the Divine Name
In Kundalini yoga, SATNAM means "The Name of God is SAT". SAT is the
highest name of the God in Sanskrit. However, as the Kundalini yoga texts state,
SATNAM is a shorter version of SATANAMA. This mantra means: "Homage to
the God whose name is SATA". This is because SAT in Sanskrit is also SATA
with the T letter spelled out fully, which gives the letter its full power.
In Ancient Sumeria, as Laurence Gardener writes in his book “Genesis of The
Grail Kings”:

"The Serpent Lord was Enki, but in parts of Chaldea [known
as Sumeria] He had been called Shaitan."
ENKI was called "The Lord Of The Sacred Eye", but was also called Satan. Here
“Satan” is actually also “SATA”, sometimes in Sanskrit they put a nasal sound on
the end of mantras. Satam/Satan also means “One Hundred” in Sanskrit which
relates to the crown chakra. “SAT” and “SATA” are also mantras for the crown
chakra in the East. To this day in India there are Hindus who have Satan as their
Sanskrit surname, as this is a spiritual name. You will also find many Hindus with
other spiritual names in their surnames and full names.
The reason ENKI was also called SATA (of which SATANAMA would be the full
expression of this mantra in the proper), is because, as the Kundalini yoga texts
state, “SATANAMA” is the mantra to open the third eye, pineal gland, and crown
chakra. In Kundalini yoga this process releases the Amrita which is the nectar of
immorality, also called Soma. This Amrita fills the body, activating the serpentine
system along the spine, and purifying all the nadis, removing the dross. This
process is the key to raising the serpent in Kundalini yoga. Fully opening the
sacred eye of SATA; this word also means Truth, as the Truth is the All-Knowing
State of super consciousness that this power brings.

The Kundalini Yoga instructions for this mantra are:
"Begin to Chant the Mantra now. Slowly chanting the sounds Sa Ta Na Ma
repeatedly. Do the following visualization as you chant: Visualize the sound S, T,
N, M entering through the top of the head through the crown chakra, while
visualizing the sound “A” leaving through the center of the forehead through the
ajna chakra."
This is the reason why, in Kundalini yoga, “SATANAMA” is the mantra of the five
elements; the 4 main elements plus the Akasha which is the element of the Ajna
chakra. The All Seeing Eye.
This is why the Jews hate this word of power so much. It is the key to awaking
super consciousness, the serpentine power which takes one to full
enlightenment, opening the Eye of Truth. With this fully opened, one can no
longer be lied to or deceived. They put this message in their Genesis in their
Torah. The ultimate sin was humanity awaking this power and achieving the
enlightened state. If this were to happen, then Yahweh (the Jewish race
collectively and their reptilian masters of which the Jews are racially part of)
could no longer make them (Gentiles) slaves. This is a direct instruction to the
Jews, the key to the enslavement of Humanity (they call us the Goyim, meaning
cattle; what do you do to cattle...) is the removal of all spiritual knowledge.

The enemy organization the Catholic Church has a ritual on Ash Wednesday
where the Priest crosses out the third eye with dead ash to create a subliminal of
this power, the Eye of SATANAMA, being closed off forever. Where in the east in
Hinduism they still put a special paste on this spot which is supposed to help
simulate the nerves at the Ajna point to help activate the third eye.
It was Ash Wednesday the Jewish Elites chose purposely to destroy Dresden,
connecting this attack into the ritual death energy of their Christian Program.
What does that tell you about what the energy the Catholic Church uses on this
day is about?
Sanatana Dharma is the name of the Aryan Religion; Sanat is another spelling of
Satan. Sanatana is made up of the same letters of SATANAMA – the N and M
are both nasal sounds in Sanskrit and interchangeable. The third eye is called
“the eye of Dharma” in the east as well. When the Jews smear ash to cross out
the third eye in their death ritual, they are trying to blot out our memory out of our
spiritual origins, purpose, and Creator. They are trying to murder the Truth.
Note:
Aryan People are originally from the East. The Sumerians came from the East.
The Blonde Blood Line, the Yezidi state in their own records that they came from
India first, then into ancient Sumeria and Babylon, and that they were Chaldeans.
This group was the Aryan spiritual class. The Chaldeans, from their own history,
came from the region of the Himalayas near the Pamir Plateau. Chaldean is
related to the word Kula meaning Klan of the sacred blood. The royal blood,
Aryan blood. You can still note the Yezidi religion is practiced in Southern India
around Sri Lanka with their Gods Skanda, Shiva, etc. Where this knowledge
survived and also in parts of Tibet with Bon which the Tibetans stated they got
from ancient Aryan People. Shambhala is mentioned in the Yezidi texts as well;
Shambala relates to the Himalayan region.
The Yezidi still call their God Shaitan as well. They brought this out of the East
with them. Enki/Shaitan in the Sumerian texts created a second race of
ascended beings into whom he put the blood of the Gods into, and thus, the
secrets of the Gods into their blood. This was the race the texts stated Enki
created in its own image, the first blue eyed people. This second race in the
image of Enki was called the Ari in the Sumerian texts, literally Aryans. This is
the race that was physically birthed by the Gods.
The White Race is of the race of the Gods, as stated in our ancestral texts that
the Jewish program of Christianity tried to destroy. We share the same racial soul

with the Aryan Gods who are our first ancestors. This is why the Jews hate us.
They even call us "Satans" and state we are from the Seed of Shaitan, in their
texts. They are right.
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